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Example 2 
The example refers to Mw 6.8 earthquake near Zakynthos Island, Greece (25/10/2018), see 
Zakynthos_2018_Report.pdf. For general description of ISOLA, see ISOLA_bookchapter.pdf. And for 
detailed description of the GUI you may want to see an older ISOLA_manual.pdf. However, these 
references do not address the present example. 
 
Data quality 
Check all SAC-format acceleration waveforms from local strong-motion (SM) instruments, stored in 
‘data_SM_SAC’ folder. Preferably use SeisGram. Local broad-band stations were saturated (clipped); 
not included here. Remember that one integration of a SM record provides velocity, not 
displacement. The SMHA record is strongly disturbed by baseline instability (similar to ‘mouse’ 
known from broad-band stations), so it cannot be used below 0.1 Hz – look at spectrum. 
Interestingly, the first motion polarities cannot be picked at any of the used stations; the event starts 
with steadily growing amplitudes, not with a clear onset; try to propose some explanation. 
 
Pzfiles  
All stations are strong-motion (SM) stations with identical equipment (Guralp accelerograph CMG-
5T). See aamfBHZ_acc.pz, commented file which is a sample file of the response to input 
acceleration, NOT to be used in ISOLA. It is included for tutorial and checking purposes. The response 
is flat (=1) down to zero frequency, as all modern SM should be. ISOLA however always needs the 
response to velocity. It is expressed in two, completely equivalent forms, AAMFBHZ.pz (2 zeros and 5 
poles) and AAMFBHE.pz = AAMFBHN.pz (1 zero and 4 poles). 
 
Event Info 
As the analysis includes near stations, it is often useful to artificially decrease origin time, OT. For 
ISOLA, origin time represents t = 0. Close to t=0, some spurious pulses may occur due to problems 
with noisy records, so we prefer signals to be formally shifted away (‘to the right’) from t=0. Here we 
decreased  OT by 30 seconds in Event Info, and made a note about this change (NOA-30s) in the box 
‘Location Agency‘; true OT was 22:54:49.00, we set up 22:54:19.00. This change formally moves the 
signal 30 s to the right with respect to t=0. User has to remember this change when interpreting the 
results, e.g., centroid time 32 s would be in fact just 2 s after true origin time.   
 
The time window length, TWL, was more or less artificially defined as 409.6 s, because in the initial 
tests we used also distant stations. This example could also be run with shorter TWL, which would 
however need repetition of Data Preparation (creation of all *raw.dat files). The present TWL = 409.6 
s implies that all records in ISOLA are internally resampled with time step of dt = 0.05 s (8192 
samples). 
   
Import Data (from SAC files  to ***unc files) 
In this example we do not repeat demonstration of this tool. We did the Import for users, converting 
SAC format into ISOLA ascii format, and placed uncorrected ISOLA data into folder ‘data_SM_unc’.  
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Data Preparation (from ***unc to ***raw) 
Try Data Preparation for just two stations, e.g. AAMF (good data) and SMHA (wrong data), but do not 
save; the ***raw.dat = instrumentally corrected velocity files for all stations. These files are already 
prepared in folder ‘data_ISOLA_raw’ and copied in ‘invert’.   
 
In particular, for SMHAunc.dat  record, which is distorted by baseline instability, compare the 
performance of the tool in both modes, without and with pre-filtering. You will find the latter much 
more useful. Remember Example 1, how to choose the low-frequency corner.  
 
 
Define Crustal Model 
Chose Novotny.cru, but it is useful later to repeat all calculations with another model. Plot the 
model, check that there are not too many unnecessary small ‘interfaces’ below Moho, when you 
intend to solve a crustal earthquake. [If your event is in the mantle, ISOLA would need a deeper 
structure, with at least one interface below the source depth.]  
 
Avoid models with velocity minima in the crust (low-velocity layers) because they are rarely well 
supported by data.  
 
Check that you understand the model which was provided to you by someone else: some people do 
not provide velocities inside layers, but velocities at certain depths, assuming linear variation 
between them, and also may provide two velocities at single depth (at interfaces). ISOLA style is 
different: depth of top of layer, velocity in the layer. Q’s are usually unimportant because ISOLA is 
basically a low-frequency method. 
 
Station Selection 
See network_many.stn, those are the stations which we initially tested. Do not select these. From the 
menu, choose network_select1.stn, and select all 11 stations. Those are local (or better speaking 
near-regional) strong motion stations. Performance of this tool may be poor in some versions of 
Matlab. In case of problems it is better to use such files as network_select1.stn, enabling ‘select all’ 
because this option is less vulnerable to problems than selection by mouse. 
 

Test 1 (vertical grid search) 
Seismic Source Definition 
Choose 5 trial sources below epicenter at depths 15, 20, …35 km. We knew from previous tests, not 
shown here, that the depth is greater than the hypocenter location depth of 10 km. 
 
Green Function 
Up to 0.1Hz, delta function. 
 
Waveform inversion 
Caution – we need Time Search interval around 30 s, (not around 0), e.g. 25-35 s, because OT was 
decreased by 30 seconds.  Frequency range – you can use 0.02-0.08 Hz (try also others, but 
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remember that Green’s function was calculated only up to 0.1 Hz).  Plot Correlation Diagram – best 
solution at time 35 s, on the right limit, i.e., indicating  that it would be better to broaden the Time 
Search interval.  
 
Plot results 
Plot Correlation Versus Source: suitable depths are 25-35 km, not 12 km as reported by GCMT (folder 
MTs).  

 
Test 2 (horizontal grid search) 
 
Seismic Source Definition 
Choose 7x7 sources at depth of 30 km, epicenter is above the center of the grid (point no. 25), 
increment of 5 km in Lat/Lon directions. See folder ‘green/test2’ – copied manually from ‘gmtfiles’ 
folder, where you can find Lat/Lon coordinates of the trial source positions (sources.gmt). 
 
Green Function 
Up to 0.1Hz, delta function. 
 
Waveform inversion: 
Caution - May be that your Invert tool window remains open with Test 1! You must close it, and 
newly re-open. Choose frequency 0.02-0.08 Hz. Time search 25-50 s, because now the spatial grid is 
large. MT-mode: deviatoric. Number of subevents: 1. Plot Correlation in Map (use contour interval 
0.02). Read our ISOLA_bookchapter.pdf, Box2 (F-Test), and think about relevance, or limited physical 
meaning of the formal maximum of the correlation, and how to better treat it statistically. True 
centroid position is somewhere near point 33, but not necessarily in this point. Note elongation of 
the correlation isolines, reflecting azimuthal gap of the used station set toward SW 
(planecorrgeo01.png saved in example2\invert\test2).  
 
Plot Results 
Make at least 3 plots: Plot Solution Summary (best.png), Plot Correlation vs Source (inv1.png), and 
plot also Waveforms (try several options, e.g. Use Time Limits), then use Export Figure in PNG 
format. For waveform plot of better quality, select option  Export Figure / Prepare a GMT script, then 
go to invert ‘folder’ and run plobs_syn.bat; wave.ps will appear in ‘invert’ folder (not in ‘output’).   
 
You can also Check Files, but skilled users prefer to see numeric results rather in the inv*.dat files in 
the ‘invert’ folder (see Manual to understand the files).  
 
Go to ‘output’ folder to see the relevant files which were manually copied for you in folder 
‘invert/test2’.  
 
Try yourself to analyze the solution quality based on variance reduction VR, condition number CN, 
number of stations, DC%, etc. 
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Polarity plot: Even if not having polarity read from records, it is useful to make the plot, in order to 
see distribution of the stations on focal sphere. Stations situated far from nodal lines should have the 
best readable polarities. For a strongly non-DC source you might be interested particularly in the 
stations where the non-DC radiation pattern differs from the DC pattern; polarities at such stations, if 
readable from records, could help to prove or disprove the non-DC component! Just for better 
understanding of the latter, repeat inversion in full-MT mode, and plot the full-MT beachball. 
 
Jackknifing 
For stability check, including not only s/d/r angles but also position and time of centroid, you can run 
Jackknifing, i.e., repeated inversions with removal of a single station or a single component in each 
run (be patient, it may take some time). Results appear in folder ‘invert/jackresults’, which we copied 
in ‘invert\test2\jackresults’. Note that numerical results are in allinv2.dat file. This file appears only 
after pressing button Plot. It is useful to save the plot (e.g. jackknifing.png); Kagan angle in the plot is 
measured with respect to the solution which you have prescribed; by default, it is the solution from 
all stations previously used in Invert. Remember that stability is only necessary condition for good 
solution, not sufficient.   
 
Time Function – Fixed Source (see appendix of zahradnik_sokos_gji2014.pdf) 
Select trial source number which was the best solution in Invert. For another trial point you would 
have to fill-in the parameters manually. Use the 1-source mode. Initial time – set for example 25 s, 
because it was your start of time search, or set 30 s because it is your OT. Your time-function plot will 
start near this time. When using ‘delta’ function, then Duration of elements (= triangles, from which 
the time function is superposed) is by default set up as 1/Fmax, where Fmax is maximum frequency 
of inversion, so for our example the shortest period is Tmin = 1/ Fmax = 12.5 s. Then a reasonable 
Shift of elements is, for example, 1 s, or 0.5 s, not necessarily smaller, because with the shortest 
period Tmin = 12.5 s you would hardly decipher more details of the time function. [On the other 
hand, in general, you can detect whether the source consists of several contributions whose time lag 
is shorter than Tmin.] The time function plot will be roughly 60 x 0.5 s = 30 s long  (here 60 stands for 
the fixed number of the superposed triangles), so that it definitely could accommodate the whole 
time history of the studied Mw 6.8 event.  Save plot in invert/test2 (timfun_default.png). You can see 
that duration of time function is slightly greater than 12.5 s. It is because two ‘subevents’ were 
indicated by this method. To see these contributions better, use formally the Duration of elements  = 
1 s. Repeat the Calculation and Plot (timfun_dur1s.png), and you find that the contributions are 
delayed to each other by ~ 4 seconds.  
 
Remark: Two subevents, separated by 4 s, were formally needed to fit the waveforms. Terminology 
‘subevent’ does not mean that the source necessarily consisted of two discrete moment-release 
episodes. It rather indicates that the source duration was probably longer than Tmin.    
 
 
Uncertainty  
We make a relative uncertainty assessment because we do not know the objective absolute estimate 
of data error. For method, based on covariance matrix of the model parameters, see p. 6 of 
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ISOLA_bookchapter.pdf. We recommend to use option ‘Prescribe Data Variance ’ (the other option, 
Estimate Data Variance in GUI by choosing C <=1 is a bit obsolete, although still usable). A default 
value of the Data Variance appears in the tool, and you can use it. Perhaps a better approach, 
according to our experience, is to put Data Variance equal to squared peak amplitude of real 
seismogram at the most distant station in the studied frequency range, and keep this value of Data 
Variance constant in several tests (e.g. with different station subsets, or velocity models), then their 
relative comparison is reasonable. I used Data Variance = 1e-4 (m2). See examples for full-MT mode 
in folders uncertainty/test2 and newunc/test2. The latter includes also uncertainty of the source 
position (see Vackar_etal_GJI2017.pdf  for theory; and Liu_etal_SRL2018.pdf for an interesting 
application that we made for a Korean nuclear test). Currently under development is a new version 
of ISOLA, allowing for station-dependent input data variances.  
 
H-C plot (zahradnik_etal_SRL2008.pdf) 
This is a useful tool to guess the fault plane if positions of hypocenter (H) and centroid (C) are enough 
accurate. Run the tool with example data in the file hcplot1.ini. It demonstrates that our H and C are 
not accurate enough, because each of the two alternative hypocenters prefers a different fault plane.  
 
Waveform inversion (Invert) – two subevents 
Return to Invert tool, and choose Number of Subevents  = 2. This choice was indicated by the above 
two pulses mentioned in Time Function. After inversion, you can plot Correlation in map 
(planecorrgeo02.png), and see in folder ‘sub1and2’ that sub2 has much worse spatial resolution than 
sub1 (planecorrgeo01.png). Go to Plot Results, choose Plot Solution In Map, where you can produce 
two plots, timspc.png and beachball.png (placed in output folder). Copy plots to 
‘invert/test2/sub1and2’ folder.  
 
Analyze the files as per position, time, s/d/r angles, and moment to guess if sub2 is real or rather only 
artifact. For this goal, open also inv2.dat and inv2c.dat in ‘invert’ folder. This study is not easy, needs 
training.  For example, to see whether addition of sub2 improved waveform fit, plot waveform and 
save wave_sub1+2.png, and compare with that of sub1 only (wave_sub1) – folder 
‘invert\test2\compar’. Interesting feature of this two-event model is that s/d/r angles of sub1 and 
sub2 are similar, although they were free (i.e. potentially unstable). Another possibility is to fix the 
two mechanisms to have the same s/d/r angles, but, as a rule, then the moment ratio sub2/sub1 
decreases. Still another possibility is to seek two (or more) subevent in the DC-constrained mode. 
 
 

Test 3 – Free source pairs on a line (zahradnik_sokos_gji2014.pdf) 
If you have some indication that the source process consisted of two subevents, better approach 
than to invert for them consecutively, in classical Invert tool (iterative deconvolution) is to calculate 
them jointly. At the same time you invert for the time function of both members of the pair. The 
method is time consuming, so it is easier to apply it on a trial line than on a trial plane. The method 
provides an ensemble of the possible source pairs almost equally fitting waveforms, not only the best 
fit solution.  If the true source consists rather of a single event, i.e. the second subevent is negligibly 
small or unstable, the method can show it.  
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Seismic Source Definition 
A line of sources at depth of 30 km, 20 trial source points with increment of 1 km, the point below 
epicenter is no. 7, strike of the line is 45°. Grid search for source pairs with same s/d/r = 20/50/-170, 
each pair with total moment 2e19 Nm, free position, time and moment ratio sub1/sub2. 
    
Green function 
Up to 0.15Hz.  
 
Waveform Inversion 
Set frequency range 0.02-0.08Hz.  
 
Time Function – the option Free Source Pairs 
Results are saved in folder invert\test3: casopt.dat, inv111.dat and inv222.dat. 
For Plotting, we selected solutions in a 98% threshold only (this part of the code will be improved to 
be faster). Two plots are created in GUI after Plot. In the ‘timefunc’ folder we obtain timspc1.dat, 
timspc1.dat, and pltimspc.bat. Run this batch file, and get timspc.ps in same folder. For time 
functions of selected pair, e.g. (11,12) type get_src_pair(11,12) in Matlab Command Window. For all 
pairs, type: plotallsrcpairs. Caution, time function is plotted with formal 1-s pulses. To plot a given 
pair with realistic (default) duration of 12.5 s, use the Time Function tool in the Fixed Sources mode, 
using the trial points 11 and 12.  
 
[Features under development: In folder ‘timefunc’, you can try also newbatch.bat, to plot sub1 and 
sub2 in two separate panels. It is also possible to call tfun.exe and plot several plots with Plot1.grf 
using Grapher.]  
 
The results can be analyzed also from numerical output sel_pairs.dat in folder ‘timefunc’. For each 
pair the file contains: no1, no2, mom1, mom2, mom1+mom2, mom2/mom1 [or 0 if mom1=0], and 
VR, where ‘no’ is the trial source number, ‘mom’ is moment, and VR is variance reduction. In our 
example this file shows that there is practically no pair in which the two members would have 
comparable moment. In all pairs, one member is always strongly dominant in the present example; 
even in the pair (12,20), the subevent 1 (position 12) is 10-times greater than subevent 2 (position 
20). 
 
Note that if searching the pairs with identical focal mechanism, the pairs (a,b) and (b,a) are the same. 
Users trying to study pairs with two different mechanisms, please ask the authors; ISOLA is ready for 
this case, although not yet implemented in the GUI. Naturally, the latter type of application needs 
more computer time. 
 
We emphasized in the beginning, that these demonstrations are formal, for showing functionality of 
the code in its simplest and fastest form. It is possible that the search could provide a pair with 
comparably large moments if searching along a different line, close to a ‘rupture propagation 
direction’, or in a plane close to the true fault plane. This was indeed the case of similar analysis we 
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performed in Fig. 9 of Zakynthos_2018_Report.pdf; in that case we found a pair with mom1/mom2 ~ 
0.5, but it was the case where we assumed unequal (fixed) focal mechanisms of sub1 and sub 2.      
 


